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It’s a do or die scenarioIt’s a do or die scenario
�� Every morning in Every morning in 
Zimbabwe, an impala Zimbabwe, an impala 
wakes up.wakes up.

�� It knows it must run It knows it must run 
faster than the fastest faster than the fastest faster than the fastest faster than the fastest 
lion or it will be killed.lion or it will be killed.

�� Every morning a lion Every morning a lion 
wakes up.wakes up.

�� It knows it must outrun It knows it must outrun 
the slowest impala or it the slowest impala or it 
will starve to death.will starve to death.



It’s a matter of survivalIt’s a matter of survival

�� Whether you are a Whether you are a 
lionlion or an or an impalaimpala
when the sun comes when the sun comes 
up you better start up you better start up you better start up you better start 
running.running.



MarketingMarketing
�� Marketing is not just advertising.Marketing is not just advertising.

�� And it is not simply about generating And it is not simply about generating 
awareness.awareness.

�� It is an integral, strategic function that It is an integral, strategic function that �� It is an integral, strategic function that It is an integral, strategic function that 
drives the success or failure of your drives the success or failure of your 
business.business.



Yes you Yes you cancan
�� Greatness is not a Greatness is not a 
function of circumstance.function of circumstance.

�� It is largely a matter of It is largely a matter of 
consciousconscious choice.choice.

�� Being second means Being second means 
being first of the being first of the losers.losers.

�� I would rather be a head I would rather be a head 
of mouse than….of mouse than….



Where are you going ?Where are you going ?

�� Define Define 
success first.success first.

�� Define your Define your �� Define your Define your 
destination in destination in 
advance.advance.

�� Success cant Success cant 
be achieved if be achieved if 
not clearly not clearly 
defineddefined



Be bold to challenge tradition.Be bold to challenge tradition.

��Get rid of Get rid of 
primitiveprimitive
ideas and ideas and ideas and ideas and 
concepts.concepts.

�� You cant use You cant use 
an old map…an old map…



LESSONSLESSONS



Position as the insurgent Position as the insurgent 
UnderdogUnderdog

�� Fight as if you are Fight as if you are 
behind and invent behind and invent 
new tactics.new tactics.

�� Embrace and ride Embrace and ride �� Embrace and ride Embrace and ride 
ahead of change.ahead of change.

�� Think, plan and act Think, plan and act 
like a come from like a come from 
behind insurgent behind insurgent 
underdog.underdog.



Define yourself Define yourself 
�� Control your own Control your own 
definition.definition.

�� Define your own Define your own 
character, personality character, personality character, personality character, personality 
and values.and values.

�� Define change.Define change.

�� Define your future in a Define your future in a 
compelling and credible compelling and credible 
way.way.



Understand the Understand the 
Battlefield Battlefield 

�� Avoid competitive Avoid competitive 
ignorance.ignorance.

�� Competitive Competitive 

intelligenceintelligence..intelligenceintelligence..
•• Attention to competitive Attention to competitive 
actions and intentions.actions and intentions.

•• Determining how these Determining how these 
may affect you.may affect you.

•• Deciding what you are Deciding what you are 
going to do about it.going to do about it.



Identify the gapIdentify the gap

Transform your company for speed, 
focus and impact



Define your prioritiesDefine your priorities



Look forward not Look forward not 
BackwardsBackwards

�� Avoid analysis paralysis.Avoid analysis paralysis.

�� If you wait for 100% of data, you will If you wait for 100% of data, you will 
miss 80% of opportunity.miss 80% of opportunity.miss 80% of opportunity.miss 80% of opportunity.

�� What was is not nearly as important What was is not nearly as important 
as what will be.as what will be.

�� Be willing to swing for the fences Be willing to swing for the fences 
with truly insurgent ideas that will with truly insurgent ideas that will 
change the market dialogue.change the market dialogue.



Narrow your targetsNarrow your targets
�� Move the movable.Move the movable.

�� Do not waste time and effort on Do not waste time and effort on 
immovable attitudes.immovable attitudes.

�� An elegant strategy in a binder is not An elegant strategy in a binder is not 
good enoughgood enough-- connect strategy and connect strategy and good enoughgood enough-- connect strategy and connect strategy and 
action.action.

�� Don’t settle for strategic Don’t settle for strategic 
recommendations without a list of recommendations without a list of 
immediate actions.immediate actions.

�� Dictate the market’s changes in which Dictate the market’s changes in which 
you control the market dialogue you control the market dialogue 



Teamwork is crucialTeamwork is crucial
�� Great football teams “Great football teams “swarm swarm 
tackletackle””



Champions do not become…Champions do not become…

�� It takes hard It takes hard 
work,work, sacrificesacrifice
and and commitmentcommitment
and years of and years of and years of and years of 
preparation and preparation and 
yet the yet the OlympicOlympic
race is measured race is measured 
in seconds.in seconds.



ConclusionConclusion
�� Insurgent marketing will help you to add focus, Insurgent marketing will help you to add focus, 
speed, sharpness and performance to the speed, sharpness and performance to the 
traditional marketing.traditional marketing.

�� Learning to win is about learning to hate losing.Learning to win is about learning to hate losing.

�� Look for players who are mobile, agile and hostileLook for players who are mobile, agile and hostile

�� Do not try to “manage decline” play to win.Do not try to “manage decline” play to win.

�� Creating a success culture is not a matter of Creating a success culture is not a matter of 
establishing a winning attitude but it means establishing a winning attitude but it means 
establishing a winning record. establishing a winning record. 

�� Define the stakes for the customer, this means Define the stakes for the customer, this means 
relevance, differentiation, credibility etc.relevance, differentiation, credibility etc.

�� Everything communicates. Everything communicates. 



Thank YouThank You


